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certain, but  indicates a maximum value, as this was the l imit  of sensi- 
t iv i ty  of the method. 

The molecular ratios are in good agreement, for sodium, iron, and 
sulphur, with those of natrojarosite NaF%(SO4)2(OH)6. The determined 
water content is, with respect to this formula, somewhat high, but  i t  
may be supposed tha t  the material  responsible for the insoluble slightly 
affects the water ratio. 

My thanks are due to Dr. G. Switzer, Acting Curator, Division of Mineralogy and 
Petrology, U.S. National Museum, who kindly supplied the material. 
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Isokite from Mangualde, Portugal. 
D. J. FIS~ER'S discovery of isokite replacing tripli te from the old tin 
mines of Slavkov, Bohemia, 1 an environment quite different from the 

carbonati te  in which isokite was originally found, ~ aroused the writer 's 
interest  in other tr ipli te localities. This has led to the identification as 
isokite of a mineral described but  not named by  A. M. de Jesus a from 
Mangualde, in the province of Beira, Portugal,  which historically would 
now appear to be the first locali ty for this mineral. The mineral was 
described as a fluophosphate of calcium and magnesium, but  was not  
named as the chemical analysis was unsatisfactory, totall ing only 
90"58 ~ (after the oxygen-fluorine correction), and i t  could only be 
compared with cryphiolite, the one substance then recorded of similar 
composition, but  now a discredited species. 4 

As described by  de Jesus, the mineral forms dull white ear thy crusts on 
par t ia l ly  oxidized and hydra ted  tr ipl i te  (his metatriplite). A specimen 
recently obtained through the courtesy of Professor de Jesus and J. 
Lima-de-Far ia  consists of massive black tripli te (enclosing patches of 
pale brown triplite) thinly encrusted here and there in irregular cavities 
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with dull white earthy material. Optically this white material, as far as 
can be determined, resembles isokite, being minutely crystalline in 
aggregates of fibres or radiating platelets with negative elongation, a 
near 1.590 and 7 near 1.610. These figures are only approximate, and 
unfortunately the platelets are too small for determination of sign and 
optic axial angle. An X-ray powder photograph was taken by Dr. 
J. D. C. McConnell who states that it is identical with his photograph of 
the type isokite from Rhodesia. 

As the main difference between isokite and de Je~us's analysis lies in 
the phosphate content, the latter was redetcrmined on a small sample 
(5 rag.) freed of a little contaminating triplite, quartz ~, and felspar by 
means of the electromagnet and the centrifuge. The determination, 
made by my colleague R. Pickup, revealed 37.0 % P~O~, in place of 
26-59 % reported by de Jesus. With this correction the analysis may be 
restated as CaO 31"52, MgO 20"69, P~O5 37"0, F 7"75, SiO 2 4"13, FeO 
1"81, MnO 0"57, Na~O 0"37, K20 0"25, H~O--0"16 %. The deficiency in the 
total has been eliminated and, allowing for some impurities, the com- 
position is essentially that of isokite, CaMgPO4F, and the interpretation 5 
as near CasMgs(PO4)~O2F , can no longer stand. 

At both Mangualde and Slavkov triplite is replaced by isokite, im- 
plying substitution of the cations iron and manganese by calcium and 
magnesium, whereas at Isoka the isokite developed from dolomite, 
the cations remaining passive while fluophosphate replaced carbonate. 
According to de Jesus, but accepting later corrections to his nomencla- 
ture, the phosphate sequence at Mangualde comprised a main hydro- 
thermal phase of lithiophilite and triplitc, with rare manganapatite, and 
a later mixed hydrothermal and supergene phase of heterosite, hureaul- 
ite, strengite, isokite, and torbernite. The record 6 of ' a  mineral perhaps 
identical with wagnerite' from Mangualde evidently refers to isokite. 
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